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The novelist and poet Gyrard d’Houville was one o f the most deco
rated women writers of the early twentieth century, although she is prima
rily remembered today as the daughter of Josy-Maria de Heredia. This
relationship shaped her critical reception and contributed to the current
neglect of her work. Contemporary readers, however, will appreciate how,
despite her status as a literary daughter, she was able .to define her own
poetic identity by taking a periname and seeking out connections with a
female tradition. D’Houville’s woman-centered poetry offers an alterna
tive to the male-authored literary tradition represented by her father. She
finds a voice of her own by speaking to and for her forgotten Creole grand-
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ATVibute to Marie Cardinal
Claire Marrone

We were all saddened by the death ofMarieCanlinal in May of2001 attheage
of seventy-two. She inspired so many of us with her prolific corpus, beginning with
Ecout^ la mer (1962). She moved us by bringing personal experiences into her
texts. She touched us with her humble and sensitive demeanor. Cardinal reveals her
humility, for ex^ple, when she writes: “Je suis toujouis ^onn6e que tant de gens
dans le monde s'interessent a ce que j ’&ris. J’ai toujours envie de dire ‘ce n’est pas
de ma faute. je ne I’ai pas fait expres....’ [L]es rcrivains, souvent, ne sont pas k la
hauteur de leurs lures. En tout cas c’est ce qui m'arrive” (letter to the author). In her
^>ld treatment of such issues as women's bodies, the mother-daughter relationship,
female subjectivity, and gender oppression. Cardinal expressed many of the fears
and repressed desires of her contemporaries, particularly women. The majority of
Cardinal s woric was inspired by her life experiences. She is best known for her
celebrated autobiographical novel, Les Mots pour k ^ire (1975), a text that high
lights the healing benefits of writing and the community that artistic production
anticipates, from family, to colleagues, to the society of readere.' Cardinal’s populant>' among women from varied walks of life is fitting for the author who ex
pressed a preference for communicating widi “real” women rather than following
iterary trends. She often said that she wrote for women like those she met during
her years struggling to raise a family, tliose who “ne savent pas traduire en mots ce
que leur corps sait: la lenteur des gestations, la viscosity ftconde, I’^paisseur
^
vies de femmes” {Autrement dit 81). She
wished to give these women “des mots qui seiont des aimes” {Autrvment dit 81).
Colette Hall remarks that “1’oeuvre de Cardinal est anciffe dans le quotidien, dans le
concret de la vie des femmes. Elle parle au nom de tobtes celles qui n’ont pas droit
a la parole (10). In attributing to her literaiy projects this political si^ificance,
Cardinal communed with other women in a way that allowed her to heal her own
pain In Les Mots pour le dire, she outlined her traiimatic relationship with her
mother and her banle with mental illness. Tlie text maps out the protagonist’s
progress toward overcoming her emotional disorder by highlighting the inteipretive
work of psychoanalysis and the cathartic benefits of communication. Accoixiing to
L\-n Tliomas and Emma Webb, Les Mots pour le dire “seems to have inspired in its
women readera a beliefin their ability to bring about change in their own lives” (41).
C ^ in al contirtually reached out to her readers and shared her personal struggles
with thm . In her last work. Amour... amours... ( 1998). she expressed her nostalgia
for her birthplace, Algeria. Bom to a French colonial family, Caixlinal was forced to
leave her beloved homeland because of the French-Algerian War. She had long
tried to articulate her bicultural origins. In Les, Pieds-liloirs (1988), for instance, we
read of the influence of both France and Algeria on her sense of identity “Deux
pays deux coeurs. deax tetes...” (54). Instead of the birth of the writer portrayed in
Les Mots pour le due, however. Amour... amours... depicts the Would-be writer.
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ftie incapable writer, the aging amateur who seemingly will never find satisfaction
the^Sr”" ^
emphasizes the significance of orality in
A l g S . c^'ftS
importance of the spoken word so v M to
Cardinal’s nomadic existence took her to many lands. She became a Cana
dian citizen in 1960 dnd toward the end of her life she divided her time between
u ern F ^ c e and Canada. I had the pleasure of meeting Cardinal and her
amily in Montreal in 1994. There, I experienced her warmth and intellectual
^ e ro s ity as we discteed such topics as autobiography, feminism, women’s
hr T ®
^
^
of Cardinal that is veiy difficult to
Imow Jrough books and interviews. I witnessed her love for her frniily, a love
that endured despite marital strife and filial difficulties. I spoke to her son Benoit,
o vious y very devoted to his famous mother, about the challenges of a childhood
S S r T f
the weekend I spent
with Cardinal, I met not only the writer, but the wife, the mother, and the woman

very happy to be a grandmother.
For the scholars among us who anticipated each of Cardinal’s new texts
her passing marks a shift in a nurturing relationship between author and reader’
^ er and cntic. For those of us touched by her humanity and compassion, we
cJdfrial’T f
Particular, who appreciated
Cardinal s feminism and who were inspired by her frank portrayals of female
journeys, we must continue the struggle for expression that she so eloquently
exposed m her life and works-the search for the words to articulate our painlul and pleasurable realities as women,
;
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